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In 1972, in a remote northern section of the state of New Mexico (USA), a group of hikers
discovered a series of artifacts, one very unusual artifact (the disc compass) and pictographs
within an obscure canyon. An archaeologist from the University of New Mexico analyzed the
artifacts (dated to the 8th century AD) and searched the area where it was discovered, but
found no signs that a prehistoric culture had established any permanent site in the canyon. It
was presumed that a nomadic, Native American Indian tribe had occasionally used the canyon
as a temporary settlement and had left behind a few artifacts of their presence as a
consequence.
 
The exception, known as the "compass" artifact, appeared to be an unusual form of
technology. It was covered in strange hieroglyphic symbols, some of which were also found on
the pottery. Secondly, the pictographs that were found in the area had inexplicably appeared,
and they were strikingly different than any of the other native petroglyphs or rock art found in
the southwest or the entire continent for that matter.
 
The site was completely searched by a secret department (Advanced Contact Intelligence
Organization - ACIO) of the National Security Agency (NSA) in 1973, and labeled the project
under the  code name, Ancient Arrow.
 
Twenty-one years later, in 1994, a series of rock slides opened up a section of the Ancient
Arrow site. The canyon was in a naturally obscure section of park land held by the state of
New Mexico. After its discovery in 1972, it had been officially sanctioned off-limits to hikers and
campers and was to be left in its natural state. From time-to-time, scientists -- sponsored by
the NSA -- would visit the site hoping to uncover new evidence, but were invariably
disappointed.
 
The project was then formally brought under the jurisdiction of the Advanced Contact
Intelligence Organization (ACIO), which organized an inter-disciplinary research team to
assess the exact nature of the site and attempt to discover additional artifacts or evidence of
an extraterrestrial visitation.
 
The ACIO is a secret or unacknowledged department of the NSA. It is headquartered in
Virginia, but also have personnel in Belgium, India, and Indonesia. They are largely unknown,
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even to senior directors within the NSA. The ACIO has the lowest profile organization within
the entire intelligence community. Its agenda is to research, assimilate, and replicate any
technologies or discoveries of extraterrestrial origin. Its personnel consist mainly of scientists
who are completely anonymous, yet are paid salaries in excess of $400,000 per year because
of their security clearance and IQ. This secret organization not only possesses enormous brain
power, but it is also in possession of technologies that are far in advance of any other research
facility on the planet. They are, in a word, privileged.
 
One day, late in the summer of 1996, one of the scientists (a linguistics expert) had an insight
into how to unlock the optical disc (the compass) by reducing the symbols of the wall paintings
to their closest facsimile found in an ancient Sumerian text. While the Sumerian language is
extinct, it was sufficiently comprehensible to this scientist that he was able to decode the
symbols of the paintings, and, placing the 23 words in the same order as the Ancient Arrow
site of 23 chambers, he was able to finally unlock the optical disc.
 
In early 1997, the ACIO scientist who had originally discovered the access code for the optical
disc became strangely sympathetic with the WingMakers' mission (who are allegedly humans
750 years in our future ) . He was convinced that the ACIO would never share the discovery
with the public, and he was certain that it was too significant to withhold. He also claimed that
he was in communication with the WingMakers and that they were watching the ACIO's
progress and would, at the appropriate time, make the time capsule and its contents available
to the public.
 
This assertion troubled the ACIO and particularly the Ancient Arrow project director, who
eventually recommended a leave of absence for the scientist and was summarily dispatched
from the project. The scientist was afraid that his memories would be tampered with or
destroyed altogether, and so he defected from the ACIO, quite literally the first to ever do so.
 
Soon after his defection, the scientist disappeared. However, before his disappearance, some
of his materials regarding the WingMakers and their time capsule were given to a journalist
that he had selected at random.

Continue reading the Introduction to the WingMakers – Click Here.
The WingMaker’s Philosophy: Life Principles of the Sovereign Integral – Click Here.
The WingMaker Wall Paintings – Click Here.
Five interviews conducted between the journalist selected at random (Anne) and the
scientist who defected the ACIO (Dr. Anderson – not his real name) – Click Here.

Present Day 2022: Fred Burks worked as a professional translator for the US State
Department for the Indonesian and Chinese Mandarin languages. During his professional
career he translated for Presidents Clinton and Bush, and other senior US officials. In 2000 he
became interested in the newly released Wingmakers material. Fred left his professional
career and started his Wanttoknow.info website, which contains the WingMaker’s material.
Interview with Dr. Michael Salla: Fred Burks discusses his background, why he chose to leave
his mainstream career, and the controversy over the Wingmakers material – Click Here.
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Doctors Sue FDA, Allege Crusade Against Ivermectin "Unlawfully Interfered" With
Their Ability to Treat Patients - The Defender News.
"It's a Crime:" COVID Treatments "Deliberately Suppressed," Authors of New Book
Tell RFK, Jr. - The Defender News.
Secretive Bilderberg Meeting of "Spies, War Hawks and World Leaders" Escape
Media Scrutiny - The Defender News.
Germany continues to fight with Telegram; censorship demands - Reclaim the Net.
Rumble Cloud shares new details on how it will "protect a free and open internet" -
Reclaim the Net.
Catherine Austin Fitts on New CHD Film "Infertility: A Diabolical Agenda" - TDN.
New Study: Mask Mandates Associated with Increased Covid Death Rate - Town
Hall News.
New Missouri Law Protects Doctors Who Prescribe Ivermectin and Hydroxy-
chloroquine - Kansas City Star.
New Search Engine & New Challenger "Yep" Aims to Split Revenue 90/10 with
Publishers and Creators - Reclaim the Net.

Ascension

Energies Coming for the Awakened and Unawakened | The 9D Arcturian Council
Week 59 Message | Archangel Michael via Sharon Stewart
Arcturian Group Message via Marilyn Raffaele | June 6, 2022
The Gift of Offering Prayers | Archangel Gabriel via Shanta Gabriel
Do Not Wait Until you are Ready | Heavenletters
Full Moon Meditations and International Remote Healing Sessions June 12th and
14th - We Love Mass Meditation.

Satan has returned to the original creation & received absolution
Benjamin Fulford Geopolitical Report - June 6, 2022

 
Recently a member of the Earth Liberation Alliance delivered a handwritten note to a senior
Jesuit that read: “Satan has returned to the original creation and received absolution, thank
you for keeping the candle burning all these long years.”
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The alliance has received intelligence that Satan was defeated years ago and what we are
seeing now happening across the planet is a mop-up operation to remove his local field agents
notably the top members of the Rothschild (red shield of Satan) family.
 
Here is what Queen Elizabeth II -a senior member of the alliance- had to say on the occasion
of her Platinum Jubilee: "Many happy memories will be created. We remain very deeply
committed to our shared causes East and West. The general stewardship of the geopolitical
landscape had been predominantly Western, the Opioid device by our Rothschild among
many families at the rub of the falling out which was not our design but they make money
where they can and pretend to be not what they are – in the end, common is common and
royal and imperial rise above it." - Elizabeth II R.
 
In what appears to be her contribution to the project blue beam celebration of the start of a
new Golden Age, she time traveled back 70 years by appearing as a hologram in the ancient
British Royal Carriage. 
https://news.sky.com/story/amp/platinum-jubilee-the-queen-appears-in-hologram-in-gold-state-coach-as-london-street-
pageant-now-in-full-swing-12628157
 
Also, in another sign Rothschild rule is ending, the government of Afghanistan is eradicating
the poppy plantations that are the source of 80% of the worlds’ opium and heroin. This will
deal a mortal blow to the criminal elite of the West.
https://www.naharnet.com/stories/en/290157-afghan-taliban-launch-campaign-to-eradicate-poppy-crop
 
In another major sign that a new Age is about to begin, Italian and Catholic media have been
rife with unsourced speculation that the 85-year-old Pope Francis is about to resign.
https://apnews.com/article/pope-francis-benedict-xvi-religion-2186d6d10d27c67d5154197e50fc590e
 
Of course, the real Pope Francis is long dead so what we are talking about is the defeat of the
people controlling the current fake rubber mask/CG pope. The P3 freemasons -who forced his
predecessor to resign- say Francis will probably be the last Pope ever.  Even the Russians are
talking of end times with Russian Security Council Deputy Chairman Dmitry Medvedev saying
“One can have different attitudes to it, one can believe that the horsemen of the Apocalypse
are already on their way and all hope is in Almighty God.”
https://tass.com/politics/1459993?
utm_source=newsweek.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=newsweek.com&utm_referrer=newsweek.com
 
We also see the de facto spokesperson for the Secret Space Program, Elon Musk, now
coming out fully and publicly against the Satanic cabal that seized power in the West.
“Elon Musk is laying it on thick. He is exposing the KM corrupt Media…. He is obviously siding
with the Alliance on this one,” a Mossad source comments on this headline: “Elon Musk Says
‘No One in the Media Cares’ About Exposing Jeffrey Epstein’s Alleged Clients.”
https://m.theepochtimes.com/elon-musk-says-no-one-in-the-media-cares-about-exposing-jeffrey-epsteins
-alleged-clients_4512597.html?utm_source=uschinanoe&utm_campaign=uschina-2022-06-
05&utm_medium=email&est=HtSwWYPPVnoIhcPtlRmUkARqzjCbX3tBV%2B%2BWv
LdokeCiLxChWM9xe5cmjx%2FZBbhwjw%3D%3D
 
This does not mean the battle is over yet. The people of North America are now being held
hostage by the criminals running the fake Biden and Trudeau regimes. Several parts of
Europe, including France and Ukraine, are also still under Satanic control.
So a military, information, legal and economic hybrid war is being waged by the alliance to
liberate the people of these countries.
 
There is a high probability the fake Biden regime will collapse during the summer months due
to an international economic boycott of the United States of America corporation that uses his
avatar as their spokesperson.
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This is why fake US Treasury Secretary Janet Yellen admitted to CNN “There were unforeseen
and big blows to the economy that spurred rising energy and food prices, and also created
problems in the supply chains, which had a bad effect on our economy. At that time I did not
fully realize this, but I admit it now,” Janet Yellen tells CNN. What she did not say is that it is
not Russia that is facing sanctions it is the US. That’s the real reason Biden said that 70% of
inflation in the United States is due to Putin.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/politics/2022/05/31/biden-interfere-federal-reserve-inflation/7454555001/
 
That is why gas prices are rising and there will be power shortages in most of the US during
summer (only the parts supplied with Canadian hydro-power will be OK).
https://powerthefuture.com/two-thirds-of-the-country-face-the-prospect-of-blackouts-this-summer/
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/black-out-map.jpeg
 
The fake Biden keeps announcing he will go to the Middle East to get oil but. he keeps being
forced to cancel the visits because nobody wants to talk to him. This boycott is also affecting
other Satanist-occupied countries. For example, g as consumption in the Netherlands has
fallen 25 to 33 percent in the last five months compared to previous years, according to figures
from Gasunie Transport Services (GTS). This means a de facto 25% plunge in GDP.
https://nltimes.nl/2022/06/04/gas-consumption-netherlands-plummeted-first-half-2022
 
 
“So, [thanks to the ‘embargo’] Putin earns more money by selling less oil," German Vice-
Chancellor Habeck admits.  
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/german-finance-minister-on-oil.mp4?_=1
 
The economic collapse of the United States and other Satan Occupied Countries (SOCs) is
accompanied by social and moral decay, especially pedophilia and the murder of children.
Here are some examples: The Russians have uncovered proof the Ukrainian Red Cross
Society was involved in shady activities, including keeping records of children with “healthy
organs.”  https://www.rt.com/russia/556331-red-cross-office-mariupol/
 
The SOC Ukraine is just following in the footsteps of its US based controllers where sordid
revelations are pouring out. For example,  in April 2021, an investigation began into ritualistic
child sexual abuse and child sex trafficking that happened in Utah County, deputies say. A
portion of those allegations was confirmed. 
https://www.abc4.com/news/local-news/child-sex-trafficking-in-utah-counties-now-confirmed/
 
Then we have an Elementary School in Illinois is passing out flyers promoting an “After School
Satan Club.”  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/school-satan.jpeg
 
In Seattle, meanwhile, the police have announced an open season for rapists to do whatever
they want as this news item shows: Seattle police’s sexual assault and child abuse unit staff
has been so depleted that it stopped assigning to detectives this year new cases with adult
victims, according to  an internal memo  sent to interim police Chief Adrian Diaz in April.
https://www.seattletimes.com/seattle-news/times-watchdog/seattle-police-halted-investigating-adult-sexual-assaults-this-
year-internal-memo-shows/
 
Then we find out that in Amish lands  ‘It’s a predator’s paradise’: Shocking documentary
exposing sex abuse in the Amish community reveals 11-year-old girls were given pamphlets
that normalize INCEST and teach them rape is a result of their ‘carelessness’
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/article-10861949/Amish-11-year-old-girls-given-pamphlets-normalizing-incest.html
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Further south, the Southern Baptist Convention’s executive committee mishandled allegations
of over 700 cases of sex abuse from 2000 to 2019, stonewalled numerous survivors and
prioritized protecting the SBC from liability.
https://www.nola.com/news/crime_police/article_a40d00ec-de08-11ec-b08d-479bdb3799d3.html
 
This is the tip of the iceberg since 40,000 children vanish every year in the US never to be
seen again. So what kind of leadership in the West lets such things happen? Since the crimes
of the former Joe Biden and his son Hunter have been extensively written about elsewhere;
we suggest readers still not aware do a quick search using the term “Hunter Biden laptop.”
 
We also believe most of our readers are aware that Barack Obama frequented homosexual
saunas and married a man who later changed his name to Michelle Obama. The problem here
is they lied about it and were blackmailed about this by their controllers. Now, Israel has turned
against its Rothschild overlords which is why Mossad reminded us of the sordid past of
another of their servants, Emmanuelle Macron, the so-called president of France.
 
According to Mossad, Macron has been bribed by Rothschild agents to betray his country,
fight Islam & cover the destruction of Notre Dame Cathedral. Macron was selected as
president because he could be blackmailed over “killing helpless victims in insane orgies,” the
Mossad sources say. Macron got his start as a child prostitute. “As a ‘pretty boy’ he was taken
by his parents to Israel, where he satisfied old men & traitors on a continuous basis. Witness
evidence exists from people who knew him well as a child,” the sources say. .
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/child-prostitute-macron.jpeg
 
He married one of his male clients who he started having relations with when he was 15. This
client was Jean-Michel Trogneux who later changed his name and is now pretending to be
Brigitte Macron. For sordid and detailed proof please check the link below.
http://pressibus.org/gen/trogneux/indexgb.html
https://islamsonne.wordpress.com/2019/08/22/emmanuel-macrons-kindheit-als-israelischer-stricher/
 
In Canada, of course, we have the brother murdering son of Fidel Castro pretending to be
Prime Minister Justin Castreau. Castreau was removed months ago by the Canadian military
as was the avatar they replaced him with, Canadian Secret Intelligence Service sources say.
The Khazarian Mafia is now trying to use a really bad version of him to pretend they still
control Canada. Just look at that nose.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/fake-trudeau.jpeg
 
Of course, these criminal leaders are ramping up repression in a desperate bid to stay in
power as more and more people wake up.  That is why journalist Alex Newman says  Right
now, the elites, or predator class, realize if they don’t move forward very quickly, they
are going to lose everything.   They could possibly end up facing true accountability. I think
we are in a very dangerous situation now.  https://usawatchdog.com/
 
That is why they stage fake shooting events. Again, since this has been covered a lot
elsewhere so we will just add this about one of these events: Former NYPD Commissioner
Bombshell: Texas School Massacre Was a Deep State Operation
https://newspunch.com/former-nypd-commissioner-bombshell-texas-school-massacre-was-a-deep-state-operation/
 
Then we have two networks, same victim, different fathers with Anderson Cooper Vanderbilt
as the “on the scene reporter” 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/crisis-actor.mp4?_=2
 
After these fake incidents, we saw Biden and Castro simultaneously call for gun control. They
want to grab guns because the US and Canada are on the brink of civil war.
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This is bad because in 2009 the Pentagon did a computer-generated scenario for a civil war in
America. The results: 100 million deaths.
https://resistthemainstream.org/supreme-court-set-to-deliver-first-major-2nd-amendment-ruling-in-more-than-a-decade/
 
The criminals are also still trying to kill off the people of their countries with vaccines in a
desperate attempt to stay in power. Listen below to Canadian MP Cathay Wagantall talk about
this.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/MP-Cathay-Wagantall.mp4?_=5
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/vaccine-harm.mp4?_=6
 
Some people still think that going to the courts and police will be enough. For example, here
you can watch former US Attorney General Bill Barr say: “Complicated cases like this take a
long time to build. They occur step-by-step and in secret. People don’t like that, but if they
want people punished, that’s what it takes… If you want the facts, if you want a report, that can
be done fairly quickly. If you want scalps, that takes time.”
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/barr-says-punishment-takes-time.mp4?_=7
 
He is lying, the courts and the FBI are corrupted at the highest level. This is war and we need
to act accordingly. Only when we see Nuremberg-type tribunals on all the networks will we be
able to trust the courts and police. However, in a sign at least some police are doing their job:
The bizarre suicide death of Bill Clinton’s former advisor who was found May 7 hanging from a
tree with a shotgun blast through his chest and an extension cord around his neck.’ is now an
“OPEN” investigation.’ linked to billionaire perv Jeffrey Epstein
https://radaronline.com/p/bill-clinton-jeffrey-epstein-death-advisor-investigation-reopened/
 
We can also see the so-called leaders are afraid of their own police and military. For example,
Biden is afraid of the border patrol. He asked for them to disarm before greeting him so
instead, the border patrol men decided not to greet him and they left and went home.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/border-agents-refuse-to-disarm.mp4?_=8
 
Then you can watch Prime Minister Boris Johnson getting booed by the crowd as he arrives
for a platinum jubilee event.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/johnson-booed.mp4?_=9
 
Of course, while the West waits for its own people to stage a revolution, it has already
happened in most of the rest of the world. This is most visible in Ukraine. Former US
Presidential candidate Tulsi Gabbard explains the “West” is fighting to support a government
that jailed the opposition, shut down independent TV stations and is fascist.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/tulso-gabard-tells-ukraine-truth.mp4?_=10
 
Russian Airborne Forces Colonel General Georgy Shpak says “This fascist threat is like a
cancer: it can spread further and further. It must be completely destroyed.” Russia has already
started war crimes tribunals of Ukrainian Nazis, foreign mercenaries and NATO instructors
over “abductions, torture, and the use of prohibited means and methods of warfare, among
other things.”
https://www.massnews.com/ukraines-azov-battalion-swaps-neo-nazi-insignia-media/
https://tass.com/politics/1455309
 
When the Biden avatar threatens, in response, that “We will send Russia back to 19th
century!” the Russians say “bring it on.” The photo of Russia in the 19th century explains why.
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https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/russia-in-19th-century.jpeg
 
As the comment by Brahma Chellaney below explains, the Nazis have already lost.
“Zelensky admits Russia now holds one-fifth of Ukraine, the largest countryentirely within
Europe. What he didn’t acknowledge is that Russia controlsUkraine’s industrial heartland, 90%
of its energy resources (including all of offshore oil), and its critical ports and shipping”
 
 “You wouldn’t know this by reading the US press. In recent days, @washingtonpost reported
“the tide of war is clearly shifting against the aggressor,” while @Forbes   proclaimed Russia is
“losing the war.” Other media outlets have said it is running   out of options to avoid defeat.”
The Nazi Bilderberg losers gathered in Washington last weekend to discuss their defeat. They
were allowed to meet so that they could be monitored and more of their secret controllers
could be identified, CIA and NSA sources say.
bilderbergmeetings.org .
https://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/meetings/meeting-2022/press-release-2022
https://www.bilderbergmeetings.org/press/press-release/participants
 
However, let us make this very clear. This is not a defeat for the US military and a victory for
Russia and communist China. The US military white hats have nothing to do with what is
happening in Ukraine and do not support the fake Biden regime.
 
The US white hats still have lots of power and respect as shown by the following nations
participating in a Pacific Naval exercise: Australia, Brunei, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Denmark,
Ecuador, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Israel, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Peru, the Republic of Korea, the Republic of the Philippines, Singapore, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, Tonga, the United Kingdom, and the United States will participate in the 2022
Rim of the Pacific exercise (RIMPAC)
https://americanmilitarynews.com/2022/06/us-to-china-were-hosting-worlds-largest-naval-exercise-in-pacific/
 
Finally, this week, to show humanity really is heading for unknown waters and needs a strong
military to guide us, we conclude with the latest visuals from project blue beam. As usual with
such stuff, only really believe it when you see it with your own eyes. In the meantime, keep
fighting to free the earth.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/nuke-ufo.mp4?_=11
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/super-ufo.mp4?_=12
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/06/malasia-bluebeam.mp4?_=13

 

Hate, Resistance, Division Will Shift to Love
Archangel Gabriel through Shelley Young

 
Dear Ones, hate takes a lot of energy. Resistance takes a lot of energy. Division takes a lot of
energy. All of these, eventually, will shift because they all take too much energy to make them
sustainable over the long run. Do you know what happens when people become too
exhausted to continue separation? Love happens. Love will rise to the surface, when given
even the smallest opening, because it is your true state of being and an inexhaustible
resource. Love will always find a way.  
 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *   *
Be sure to enter this email into your contacts (email@blissfulvisions.com)
to avoid the newsletter from being rejected by your email system or going

to spam. Thank you - Reverend Dennis
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